SUPER ACOUSTIC BRICKS
BUILDING WALLS AND DIVIDING SPACES

It’s effective,
flexible, quick
and fun

Ultimate flexibility, great acoustic credentialsand
colour options to unleash your creativity.
Today’s modern environments are predominantly open areas offering
a more transparent culture, however, increased noise levels and visual
distractions lead to reduced productivity.
New working styles require greater flexibility. We want to expand and
contract our workgroups, but accommodating these changes in
fixed rooms and meeting spaces can be difficult.
Fabricks offer flexibility, great acoustic credentials and aesthetic
options to enhance your working environment.

Whether you
are designing
for workplace,
hotel, exhibition,
education or leisure
environments,
Fabricks can divide
spaces to help
reduce noise and
visual distraction.

What are
Fabricks?
Fabricks are indoor bricks
made from acoustic foam
and wool fabric, designed
to look fabulous, divide
space and reduce noise.
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Fabricks can be quickly configured and reconfigured to create walls
for meeting spaces and individual work areas. The fabric colour
options and pixelated nature of the bricks allow you to match
decor, or even create pictures, logos or messages.
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Walls can be created with a traditional 2D flat face to the brick, or a
3D sculptured face, offering a beautiful textured finish.
Fabricks are modular, available in 3 different lengths (300mm,
600mm & 1200mm) and 2 different heights (200mm & 400mm).
90 Degree corner bricks allow returns on walls to create a
multitude of different spaces.
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Everything has been designed for simple, quick
installation and reconfiguration.
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Fabricks are supported by a simple steel base and extruded aluminium posts to slide the bricks onto.

Why
Fabricks?
• Reduced dilapidation costs
• No trades
•	No mechanical or engineering
reconfiguration
• Tax efficient
• Easy reconfiguration
• Match fabrics to furniture

It’s so simple you just...
1. Choose the size, style, colour and
quantity of bricks for your space

2. Lay out the base plates and insert
the posts to the required height

3. Slide the bricks onto the posts

Over 30 standard colours to choose from Camira blazer lite colour card
The ‘house brick’ style gives interlocking rigidity to the design. You can
choose to alter the height of walls retrospectively as the standard post
heights can be combined easily e.g., add a 600mm post to 1800mm
post to make the wall 2400mm high.

And there are over 30 colour choices as standard, with the options to
specify a contrasting stitch colour for your project.With so many colour
options you can build your own designs, it’s just like playing with toy
building bricks!

The extruded aluminium posts have also been designed to
accommodate power & data cables so that you can choose to deliver
power to selected parts of the wall.

Because Fabricks typical configurations are 1600mm, 1800mm or
2000mm high, the installation is not to the ceiling, therefore expensive
mechanical reconfigurations can be avoided and air will flow across the
open plan area.

Fabricks are tested to ISO 10053 and BS EN ISO 354:2003 achieving
Class A sound absorption and fantastic sound attenuation results.

Fabricks are easily reconfigured. Facilities managers can change the
dynamic of a space and even the location of power,at the drop of a hat.

Outstanding
Acoustic
results
Acoustic products usually fit
into one of three categories–
Absorbing, Blocking or
Covering solutions.

•	
Absorbing sound involves converting sound energy
to heat to prevent unwanted reflections
•	
Blocking redirects the sound, prevents it travelling
to sensitive listeners
•	
Covering introduces a pleasant sound into the
environment so that others might be ignored

Why do we care about
acoustics in work
environments?
• It influences productivity
• It influences wellbeing
• It influences worker satisfaction

What does the research say?

Why install acoustic solutions?

• 70% of workers believe that noise is the most significant distraction

• 300% increase in perceived worker satisfaction

•	80% of workers believe that a quieter environment would enable
them to be more productive

• 20% increase in measured sales productivity over 6 months

•	The majority of workers identify conversation as the type of noise
that most affects their performance
•	The accuracy of tasks involving memory & arithmetic decreased
by 67% when subjects were exposed to noise.

• 48% increase in task focus
• 51% decrease in conversational distractions
• 10% improvement in tasks relating to accuracy and memory
• 27% reduction in physical symptoms of stress

Applications

WORKPLACE

RECEPTION AREAS

PUBLIC SPACES

Fabricks can transform open
plan areas with dividing walls
to create meeting spaces
and individual work areas.
Aesthetics can match soft
and task seating as Fabricks
provides privacy for increased
productivity.

Fabricks can provide the
right space for a waiting area,
informal meetings or privacy
for reception staff. Fabricks
colours will help to bring your
corporate brand alive at the
start of the visitor experience.

Fabricks is perfect for open
areas where the type of space
varies in terms of size, use and
occupancy. Totally flexible,
Fabricks can quickly and easily
create shapes and sizes to
provide perfectly divided
spaces with great acoustic
properties.

LIBRARIES
Fabricks build the perfect
peaceful oasis in any library
or study area. With fantastic
acoustic properties, Fabricks
can provide the ideal area
to sit back, relax and read a
good book.

Fabricks have been designed
to acoustically divide space
in any indoor environment.
MEETING AREAS
Fabricks create small or large
spaces to accommodate
those moments when we
need somewhere quiet to
work in an open plan area.
Whether it is to make a phone
call, have a video conference
or to meet with colleagues,
we often need a space with
acoustic and visual privacy.
With great acoustic properties
and total flexibility, Fabricks
can quickly build your ideal
workspace.

EDUCATION
FACILITIES
Fabricks are flexible, durable
and great absorbers of noise
- perfect for any educational
environment. Configurations
can be quickly built and easily
moved and relocated. With so
many colours to choose from,
Fabricks is brilliant for creating
vibrant dividing walls for
working or social areas.

HOTELS
Fabricks offer hotels the
flexibility to create formal
and informal areas decked in
full corporate colours. With
fantastic acoustic properties
and the ability to quickly
reconfigure spaces, Fabricks
can create peaceful areas in
bustling hotels.

EVENTS &
EXHIBITIONS
Fabricks offer the speedy
build, colourful branding and
acoustic properties you need
to create your statement
exhibition stand. Block
unwanted sound and build
and reconfigure your stand
walls within minutes; it’s
Totally flexible and reusable.

Example 1
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Create meeting
spaces of different
heights and lengths,
this configuration
would accommodate
a meeting table for
4-6 people.
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Straight or with
a return, create
dividing walls and
corridors, this
configuration
creates a wall with
return using the 90
degree corner bricks.

Example 3
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Zig Zag configurations
can be created for work
booths, just slide a
table up and you have
simple touchdown
areas; this example
would accommodate 3
workstations.

Configurations
The possibilities are endless.

